
 
 
 

How Time Happens 
 
 
 
is something Linda Geary said at my table the other day and I wrote it down 
because it is so apt to begin thinking about this project. How it happened. 
First, the decision to go to see artists & gallerists. In a sequence. Looking at 
their work, their place of working, in real time. Talking with people, not an 
interview, just talking, paying attention. Afterwards, absorbing and 
remembering, noting and writing. And then there is the stack of cards she 
took with her for all her studio visits. Not just any deck. Not Color-aid 
squares, but each small square cut from Geary’s own colors, painted on 
paper. Choose six squares, she’d say to the painters, curators and writers. 
(Six, like the six sparrows gracing the arm of a streetlight above Pier Paolo 
Pasolini in the b/w photograph taken by Duilio Pallotteli as he walks down a 
street  in New York in the 60s.) Some needed more than six colors. She’d 
carefully place the cards each individual had selected in an envelope, take 
the envelope back to her studio and then arrange the colors into a collage. 
One for every studio visit. No, two collages, the same; or what passes for 
sameness with a difference. One for the book, one to give to the person who 
chose the colors. A hundred studios, a hundred people who chose from that 
particular deck. A hundred conversations, choosing from the on-going nature 
of conversation. Like stepping into the river a hundred times… or borrowing 
time back from a mirror? On one page a collage you can see all at once. At 
the top of the facing page is a name, the place, the date and a time. Beneath 
it, the untidy lines of words you can only read in time. “Green, blue, red, 
yellow, purple, white, brown, orange, black, grey…” writes poet William 
Carols Williams, in Spring and All, talking about life as bird, or bird-like. Color 
coalesces in memory and there’s a run on food: esthetics senses tastes 
crab cakes, mint cedar tea, wild celery, pistachio cream, preserved lemons, 
oregano, blackberries, coffee translate to colors chosen for each collage. 
Painting as action. Building, teaching, working. Pitching as painting: Brian 
Wilson, Tim Lincecum. Knitting and making things. Things: file cabinets, 
photos, notebooks, line and shape, rock and paper. Time happens. 
Sequences—love at first sight. 
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